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よُ ائُ زُ ةُالج ُيُ ．رُ هُ م ُالج ُ
よُُ ق ُيمُ ةُالد  ُيُ  ُيُ اط  ُةُيُ بُ عُ ةُالش 

بُ 祈ُ التُ ُةُ ارُ ら ُوُ 
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طائُ زُ الج ُــــُةُيُ  س  ُُــــよُُو 

ُرُ د ُمُ  ُ．ُ ف ُالتُ وُ ُاء ُج ُالꞌꞌ ُよةُ س   íꞌꞌُ بُ ـــُةُاصُ الخ．ُُ ら ُ ر 
 ـــُُةيعُ 

 
 
 

Text: 

The environment has been polluted in many different ways which has left many bad 
effects on plants, animals, and human’s health. The three major ways are: Water, land and 
air pollution. 

Water pollution is the contamination of rivers lakes and seas caused by human activities. 
It occurs mainly when wastes are discharged in water. Other causes include toxic waste, 
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Part One: (
Task one: Re

A/ I read the 
1) The text i ersity    
2) The type t from a book 

B/ I read the text again and say True, False or Not mentioned: (1.5 pt) 

1- Breathing problems are caused by water pollution   (....................) 

2- Land pollution occurs when waste is not disposed properly. (....................)  

3- Government will reward people who participate in cleaning campaigns (....................) 

C/ I fill in the gaps with the appropriate words from the list bellow to complete the last 
paragraph of the text: (1.5pt) 

neighbourhood – punishement – litter – clean up – positive – environment. 

If we put hand in hand, we will stop destroying nature and polluting   the ..………………. 
we should involve ourselves in working with ……………….  residents to ………………the 
areas where we live and regard …………. cleaning as a ……………… environmental action 
not a …………………. 
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D/ Lexis: (2pts) I match each word with its appropriate definition: 

a- Smog                               1- Rubbish that is in the wrong place. 

b- Environment                  2- All people living in a particular area. 

c- Litter                               3- A fog made darker by smoke and chemical fumes. 

d- Community                    4- Everything around us (building-animals-plants-humans....) 

Task two: Mastery of Language (7pts)                                              

A/ I complete the following sentences with “As/because” / “so”/ “therefore”: (2pts.) 
• We shouldn’t waste water .......................... it’s an important natural resource. 
• Factories release smoke ……………………. , the air becomes unclean. 
• Factories throw toxic rubbish in sea ,…………….fish is dying. 
• ……..there is not any food ,a large number of animals die yearly. 

B/ I put the r

     Hi! My na n )……… this 
organization  animals and 
vulnerable pla  

C/ I fill in the

1- people 
2- Farmer
3- We …

D/ I circle th
what  – 

Part Two: s

    You are a re required to 
post about the .  

Write about your city’s major environmental problem. These cues may help you: 

Causes: Factories  –  fumes – waste   –  litter ... 

Negative consequences: unclean air, water is polluted, illnesses... 
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Text  

        The environment has been polluted in many different ways which has left many bad effects on 

plants, animals, and human’s health. The three major ways are: Water, land and air pollution. 

       Water pollution is the contamination of rivers lakes and seas caused by human activities. It occurs 

when wastes are discharged from wastewater treatment plants, other cause is factories’ waste.  

       Land pollution is the destruction of the earth’s land surfaces. It’s often caused by man activities 

such as careless disposal of wastes and wrong use of land planting and using pesticides by farmers.  

     Air pollution is caused by chemicals and other dangerous materials which are released into the air by 

vehicles and factories. It can cause serious breathing problems. 

     I think it’s not only the role of the government which let our environment clean, it’s also ours and it 

starts from our homes, schools and communities. Children should be aware about how to protect their 

environment and their health.                                  
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Part One(14pt) Task one: A/Reading Comprehension (7pts) 

A/: I read the text and choose the right answer: (2 pts)  

1-The text is about:     a) Environment         b) Types of pollution        c) Biodiversity    

2- The type of the text is:    a) a web article        b) an e-mail       c)   excerpt from a book 

B/: I read the text again and say True, False or Not mentioned :(1.5 pt) 

1- Breathing problems are caused by water pollution   False 

2- Land pollution occurs when waste is not disposed properly. True   

3- Government will reward people who participate in cleaning campaign. Not mentioned 

c/ I fill in the gaps with the appropriate words from the list bellow :(1.5pt) 

neighbourhood -- punishment--litter--clean up -- positive --environment.   

          If we put hand in hand, we will stop destroying nature and polluting the environment 
we should involve ourselves in working with neighbourhood residents to clean up the areas 
where we live and reguard litter cleaning as a positive environmental action not a 
punishment. 
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